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a b s t r a c t
The lithium-ion battery (LiB) is a prominent energy storage technology playing an important role in the future of
e-mobility and the transformation of the energy sector. However, LiB cell manufacturing has still high production
costs and a high environmental impact, due to costly materials, high process ﬂuctuations with high scrap rates,
and high energy demands. A lack of a profound knowledge of LiB cell production processes and their inﬂuence
on the quality and the performance of the LiB cells makes it diﬃcult to plan, control and execute the production. Therefore, a systematic approach is necessary to establish an in-depth understanding of the interlinkage
of processes and products’ quality and performance. This paper presents a multi-output approach for a battery
production design, based on data-driven models predicting ﬁnal product properties from intermediate product
features. The given concept shows how the approach can be deployed within the framework of a cyber-physical
production system for continuous improvement of the underlying data-driven model and decision support in
production.

1. Introduction
The transformation of the automotive sector towards e-mobility together with the transformation of the energy sector towards a higher
share of renewable energies, heavily relies on available energy storage
technologies. Lithium-ion batteries (LiB) have been the state of the art
technology for the last decades. For the last ﬁve years, the costs for LiB
(Euro/ kWh) have decreased and are expected to decrease even further
to approx. 75 €/kWh in 2022, compared to 400 €/kWh in 2013) [1].
LiB cell manufacturing costs are highly sensitive to scrap and process
deviations since the material costs have a share of about 75 % of the
total manufacturing costs [2]. Scrap rates can vary from around 6 %
(housing parts) to 15 % (collector foils) [3] and lead even up to 40 %
of produced LiB cells that are either defective or need to be ﬁxed in
post-production [4]. LiB cells make up to 50 % of CO2 emissions of an
electric vehicle [5] of which 50 % are due to the energy demand in LiB
cell manufacturing [6]. LiB cells rejected at the end of the production
chain (formation and aging) have the highest impact on production costs
due to accumulated energy demands and resources and further process
production failures [2]. Therefore, it is of great importance to have an
in-depth understanding of LiB cell manufacturing and appropriate quality management to discover production failures and process deviations
in an early stage of production. This can help to meet the increasing de-
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mand for energy storages and to achieve economic and environmental
goals of lower manufacturing costs and lower environmental impact.
The production of LiB cells is complex, consisting of various discrete
and continuous processes with diverging and converging material ﬂows
from diﬀerent areas of engineering (process engineering, production engineering, electric engineering). Furthermore, the LiB cell is itself a complex electrochemical system [2]. It consists of anodes, cathodes, separator, electrolyte, and housing materials, where each of the parts has a role
to play in electrochemical reactions during charging and discharging
processes. The LiB cell’s quality can be characterized by various diﬀerent properties (charge capacity or discharge capacity at certain C-rates,
self-discharge, state of health, etc.), which are a sum of all the structures/ features of the used materials (active materials, conductive additives, binders, etc.) and their structures adjusted during the production
processes (particle size distribution, coating layer density, coating layer
thickness, porosity, etc.). This relation is called the process-structureproperty function and is depicted in Fig. 1 [7]. All these aspects make it
hard to have a constantly high product quality control in LiB cell manufacturing.
Recent reviews conclude that the most prominent approaches use
soft-sensoring and data-driven applications for quality control in LiB cell
manufacturing [8,9]. Most of these approaches are deployed in order to
identify critical process steps, critical process parameters, or the inﬂuences of intermediate products on the ﬁnal product properties. They lack
the integration in a running LiB cell production for continuous deployment and only some of them focus on the improvement of manufacturing
[10]. Therefore, this paper presents a concept of how a data-driven approach for quality modelling in LiB cell production can be realized and
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intermediate products are measured by intermediate product analytics
(IPA). Furthermore, certain cell production steps are situated in a dry
room to protect water sensitive compounds.
The electrodes, the anode, and the cathode are produced individually. The electrode materials (active material, binder, conductive additive) are ﬁrst mixed and then dispersed with a solvent into a viscous
slurry. An intensive process and increasing stress duration result in adhesion of fragments of conductive additives on active material inﬂuencing
the rheology and the electrical resistance of the slurry [12]. Electrodes
coated with this slurry show later a lower speciﬁc discharge at higher
C-rates [13]. Insuﬃcient pre-mixing leads to an agglomeration of conductive additives or of active material resulting in increased interfacial
resistance [14]. Further, insuﬃcient mixing may lead to the formation
of blisters/ agglomerates during the coating process [15]. In the following step, the slurry is coated on a foil (cathode: aluminum, anode:
copper) and then dried. Increasing drying temperature and increasing
drying rate lead binders to migrate to the electrodes’ surface [16,17].
An inhomogeneous binder distribution in an anode caused by a high
drying rate may lead to decreased cell capacity [17]. The next process,
calendering, compresses the coated layer of the electrode. It improves
the electrode’s mechanical stability and homogenizes the coated layer
by reducing cracks in the coating [13], but reduces the porosity leading
to an increase of ionic resistance [13]. Further, modest calendering may
improve the wetting rate of the electrodes due to alignment of the particles [18], but calendering beyond an ideal level may lead to decreased
electrolyte distribution [18,19] as well as reduced tortuosity [20]. Already at low compression rates particle deformation can be observed
[21], leading up to cracks inside the active material particles [13]. On
the other hand, electrodes with 10 % compression show better long term
performance at a C-rate of 1 C compared to non-compressed electrodes
[21]. Later, the electrodes are cut into proper sizes corresponding to the
battery cell format that will be built. Two cutting processes are commonly used, the die-cutting and the laser cutting. These processes inﬂu-

Fig. 1. Process-structure-property function adapted from [7].

deployed continuously. The deployed approach aims at improving the
quality of LiB cells by enabling a better production design and planning
using insights from the data-driven modelling.
2. Technical background
2.1. General overview of lithium-ion battery cell production
The production chain of lithium-ion battery cells consists of manifold diﬀerent processes from diﬀerent ﬁelds of engineering. A schematic
depiction of the process chain within a factory is depicted in Fig. 2. A
battery cell factory is shown with technical building services (TBS) and
a process chain consisting of anode and cathode electrode manufacturing as well as cell manufacturing. Each production step receives as input either materials or intermediate products (IP) as well as process
parameters (PP) which adjust the corresponding production machine.
As a result of each process, an intermediate product is manufactured.
The task of each process is to adjust the desired structures/features of
these resulting intermediate products, which are then responsible for
the properties/quality of the battery cell. The structures/features of the

Fig. 2. An exemplary battery cell production within a factory surrounded by disturbances from the environment, adapted from [11].
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Fig. 3. Relation between process, intermediate product, and the ﬁnal product in
the production of lithium-ion battery cells,
based on [11].

ence the electrodes’ edge in diﬀerent ways. Electrodes cut with a laser
show melt formation and a heat-aﬀected zone on their edges, whereas
die-cut electrodes show strong delamination and bending of the edges
[22]. Further, laser cutting may lead to aluminum spatters on the cathode side, which might promote dendrite growth on the corresponding
anode side [22].
The cut electrodes are dried in a temperature chamber and are then
used to build an electrode-separator assembly (ESA) during the assembly process. Due to the diﬀerent geometries of battery cells, there are
three main processes used for this, winding, stacking, and Z-folding.
During the winding process, the electrode sheets are winded with the
separator into an ESA called jelly roll. The winding of the electrodes
may lead to crack formation due to binding stress which increases with
the electrodes’ coated layer thickness [23]. During the stacking process, electrode sheets and separator sheets are stacked over each other.
The advantage of the stacking process compared to the winding process is a more uniform mechanical stress applied to the electrode sheets,
which allows the use of thicker electrode coatings and therefore higher
achievable energy densities without potential coating layer failures [2].
Since the stacking process is discrete, it is inferior in terms of productivity and precision compared to the winding process [2]. Further, stacking processes at higher process speeds may result in a misalignment of
the stacked electrodes that leads to decreased discharge capacity and
a stronger capacity loss over charging and discharging cycles [24–26].
During Z-folding, the electrodes are stacked into an endless zigzag-shape
of the separator. Z-folded ESA shows a lower risk of shorts due to the
misalignment of the stacked electrode sheets and still has the high energy density of a normally stacked ESA [2]. After the assembly of ESA,
the electrode arresters are welded to tabs (usually ultrasonic or by laser
welding) in order to prolong them and to ensure the connection of all
electrodes of the same type to each other. Mechanical stress during calendering may lead to wrinkling of the tabs and therefore has a negative
impact on the quality of the welding process [27]. The ESA is then put
into a case (hard case or pouch bag), the so-called housing process, then
ﬁlled with electrolyte and ﬁnally the case is sealed. The battery cell is
stored in a temperature-controlled environment to ensure the wetting of
the porous electrode coating and the separator. An un-wetted electrode
material is not used during charging and discharging, leading to underutilization of the electrodes’ capacity and an increase in electrolyte
resistance [18]. The last processes are formation and aging. During the
formation, the charging and discharging of the battery cell, a certain
amount of the initial capacity of the battery cell is irreversibly consumed
in order to form an interface layer between the electrodes and the electrolyte called the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer [28]. The SEI
layer aﬀects capacity loss, self-discharge, rate capability, cycle life, and

safety of the battery cell [28]. It has been observed that an increasing
self-discharge during the aging process may lead to a lower maximum
capacity of the battery cell [29].
A simpliﬁcation of the mentioned interactions is depicted in Fig. 3.
Production process steps (PS) depending on their setup of PP and state
variables (SV) inﬂuence the intermediate product features/ structures
(IPF) such as particle size distribution, coating layer thickness, overlapping rate of the electrode sheets, etc. These IPFs then determine how the
quality or multiple ﬁnal product properties (FPP) of the battery cell (e.g.
maximal capacity, self-discharge, capacity loss of cycle life, etc.) will be.
Studies describe the inﬂuence of the production processes on the IPF. In
order to assure and control the quality of produced battery cells, the
inﬂuence of IPFs, which are measured during or after each production
step, on multiple FPPs of interest, need to be determined and described.
This would enable a better assessment of the quality of the intermediate
product concerning the quality of the ﬁnal product, leading to a better
production understanding and control.
2.2. Data analytics regarding quality in manufacturing
A literature review of quality management in manufacturing was
conducted with regard to applications of data analytics, data-driven
methods, and machine learning methods for predicting the quality of
a ﬁnal product. Many of them predict whether the ﬁnal product is okay
(OK) or not-okay (NOK) using the machine, sensor, and intermediate
product testing data. Bai et al. 2017 predict a quality score of production batches using adjustable and non-adjustable process parameters as
input and compare “shallow” and deep learning artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) as modelling techniques [30]. Lieber et al. 2013 introduce
a use case from the steel industry utilizing feature extraction/generation
of continuous sensor data by applying feature selection and dimensionality reduction to build a model for the classiﬁcation of OK and NOK
steel bars [31]. Weiss et al. 2014 show an application of regressions,
decision trees, and random forests for predicting the speed of a wafer
before its quality control in manufacturing. The speed of the wafer can
be considered in this context as an FPP. Arif, Suryana and Hussin predict
the quality of a product in a multi-stage manufacturing system by using an adapted cascade quality prediction method [32]. This approach
predicts the quality of each intermediate product by considering the
adjustable PP of the current workstation and the quality of it after the
previous workstation. Therefore, the quality of the ﬁnal product is determined by all previous workstations and intermediate product qualities.
The modelling techniques are decision trees. Lee et al. 2018 deploy a
cyber-physical production system with a forecasting model to predict
the quality (OK/NOK) of products in metal casting processes [33]. The
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Fig. 4. Integration of the intended goal of
this work within the technical background and
state of research.

modelling techniques are decision trees, random forests, and ANN and
the features are derived from temperature sensors of the mold.
Recently, data-driven approaches for predicting the quality of LiB,
more speciﬁcally predicting the FPP of LiB, were introduced. Schnell
et al. 2018 compared linear models, tree-based models, and ANN towards their predictability of the maximal capacity of battery cells based
on data from cell manufacturing, excluding electrode manufacturing
[34]. The results show a correlation between cell mass, electrolyte mass,
and cell max. capacity. Korans et al. 2019 performed another data mining approach only on cell manufacturing data also in order to predict
cell max. capacity [35]. Again, a correlation between electrolyte mass
and the max. capacity has been identiﬁed, but also with the anode and
cathode length. The diﬀerence in those approaches was that Schnell
et al. 2018 used stacking processes for cell assembly and Kornas et al.
2019 winding processes, where the electrodes usually have longer sheets
[35,36]. Furthermore, Kornas et al. 2019 used a priori expert knowledge
for data mining and modelling [35]. Turetskyy et al. 2020 applied data
mining on data from the whole battery cell manufacturing (including
electrode manufacturing as well as cell manufacturing) and used solely
tree-based methods to predict max. capacity from IPF data. The inﬂuencing factors on the max. capacity were identiﬁed by feature selection
methods and were evaluated by the feature importance calculated from
the tree-based methods and categorized by production steps (laser cutting, cell assembly, dispersing, and calendering). Thiede et al. 2019 also
used data from the whole battery cell manufacturing but used the IPF
data to predict not only the max. capacity, but also the formation loss
and the capacity loss after 400 charging and discharging cycles [37].
The inﬂuencing factors were also identiﬁed by applying feature selection, but the modelling technique was linear regression. The inﬂuencing
factors were also categorized by process steps and their impacts were
evaluated by the coeﬃcient factors of the linear regression, and the
statistical signiﬁcance was evaluated by the p-value calculated by the
T-test.
Further studies introduced applications of machine learning techniques in LiB electrode manufacturing, with the focus on electrode formulation. These studies present approaches complimentary to the one
presented before predicting the quality of LiB cells. Cunha et al. 2020
compared three machine learning algorithms decision trees, supporting
vector machines, and deep neuronal networks to identify and quantify
the interdependencies between electrode slurry (suspension) IPFs (e.g.
viscosity, solid-to-liquid ratio, etc) and coated electrode IPFs (mass load
and porosity) [38]. A study presented by Liu et al. 2020, also focused on
identifying and quantifying interdependencies between electrode slurry
IPFs, process parameters, and IPFs of a coated electrode [39]. Liu et al.
2020 used Gaussian process regression-based machine learning algo-

rithms with automatic relevance determination kernels to quantify the
inﬂuences of the three identiﬁed electrode slurry IPFs and one process
parameter on coated electrode mass load [39]. Duquesnoy et al. 2020
presented a methodology combining experimental results, in silico electrode structures, derived from using a data-driven stochastic electrode
generator, and machine learning algorithm Sure Independent Screening
and Sparsifying Operator (SISSO) [40]. With this methodology, Duquesnoy et al. 2020 were able to link and describe the inﬂuences of electrode
structures of uncalendered electrodes to LiB cell performance-related
electrode structures after calendaring, including the inﬂuence of process parameters [40].
2.3. Research demand
A battery cell as a ﬁnal product is characterized by more than one
quality property (FPP: max. capacity, aging behavior, self-discharge,
etc.), which are inﬂuenced by a plethora of features and structures of intermediate products (IPF: particle distributions, coating layer thickness,
porosity, etc.) that are shaped during production processes. LiB production research focuses strongly on the relations between processes and
IPFs and how certain IPFs can be achieved through suitable process parameters (see Fig. 4). Recent applications of data mining and approaches
driven by expert knowledge aim at assessing LiB cell quality prediction,
focusing only on one target value per model, through IPF and process
parameters [11,34,35]. However, in a previous study, a model predicting FPP based on IPFs, still predicting one FPP per model, was deployed
as a quality gate approach predicting the FPP after updating the model
with measured IPFs during LiB cell production [41]. Nonetheless, most
of the approaches do not provide a utilization or deployment of their
approaches to show how it can beneﬁt the LiB cell production. Furthermore, they show relations between IPFs and FPPs in retrospective based
on previously acquired data and do not derive IPFs based on achieved
FPPs. Therefore, this work presents a multi-output model predicting several LiB cell FPPs from one set of IPFs and provides an approach of the
utilization/deployment of the multi-output prediction model in LiB cell
production. This utilization/deployment is achieved by predicting IPFs
based on FPPs enabling a data-driven battery production design (see
Fig. 4).
3. Approach
3.1. Overview and framework
The goal is to establish a system for determining needed IPFs derived
from desired FPPs of the LiB cells using a data-driven model (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Basic principles and goal for the concept.

Fig. 6. Proposed framework with cyber-physical production system logic.

IPFs and FPPs are acquired in the production of LiB cells and are used to
build a multi-output data-driven model predicting FPPs from IPFs, the
quality prediction model. This model can then be used to determine IPFs
based on chosen FPPs, battery production design. This provides a tool
for a better understanding of LiB cell production planning and design.

To reach the described goal, the approach is based on the cyberphysical production system (CPPS) logic (see Fig. 6) [42]. A CPPS is a
framework comprising of elements needed to describe interactions between the real world (physical world) and computer-based applications
(cyber world) such as simulation or data analytics, that are used to sup-
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port decision making and to enable improvements in the real world.
These elements form a feedback loop from i) the physical world, to ii)
data acquisition, over iii) cyber world, and iv) decision support and back
to the physical world. The physical world describes the system in the real
world. Data acquisition describes how the data from the physical world
is gathered, merged, and stored. The cyber world describes computerbased applications that run on the data acquired from the physical world
to generate results. These results are used to support decision making
and implementation of measures in the physical world. The physical
world was already described in Chapter 2: Technical background. Data
acquisition will be presented brieﬂy since it has already been extensively presented in previous studies [11,43]. The main focus lies on Cyber World with the multi-output quality prediction model and the battery cell production design as well as Decision Support for data-driven
battery production design.

model, a multi-objective feature selection method is required in order to
select a set of IPFs which are relevant to the model chosen FPPs. Machine
learning algorithms that are commonly used for prediction are more often special forms of methods like linear regression, decision trees, and
artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN). For model training, two concepts are
most often used: 80/20 % data split and k-fold cross-validation. In the
ﬁrst one, the data is split into two, a dataset with 80 % of the data for
model training and a dataset with 20 % of the data for model testing. It
is not unusual, however, to use a 90/10 % split, if the amount of data is
low. The second one splits the data into k sets, of which k-1 sets are used
for model training and one for model validation. During this procedure,
k-models are built and validated, so every set is used as a validation set
once. The best practice is to ﬁrst split the data into training and test set
and then to use the training set for k-fold cross-validation. The crossvalidated model is evaluated based on the individual score values per
trained model or as a mean score for the validation and test datasets.
To enhance the predictability of the model, a hyperparameter optimization can be performed during the cross-validation. Hyperparameters are parameters deﬁning certain functions in a model. These can be
alphas, of a regularization term, the number of hidden layers in ANN,
or the number of trees in random forests (RF). Hyperparameters help
to modify models and increase their performance, though they can lead
to an overﬁt, a very close prediction of trained data by the model that
leads to a prediction loss for further data. Hyperparameters can be chosen using a grid search or an optimization algorithm. Grid search is suitable for categorical hyperparameters like activation function or solvers,
but also integer values like the number of neurons in a hidden layer.
Optimization algorithms suit numerical values like the aforementioned
alphas.

3.2. Data acquisition
In this phase, all relevant data sources are identiﬁed. As depicted
in Fig. 2, all data can be subdivided into certain data subsets: (1) input
and output data, (2) process parameters (PPs), or state variables (SVs) as
well as (3) IPFs. Besides the identiﬁcation of the data sources, knowing
the diﬀerent data types is necessary. Here, discrete and continuous data
as well as time series are of relevance. After analyzing which data of
what type and source is to be implemented in later deployment phases,
an acquisition strategy needs to be put into place. In general, data acquisition strategies can be divided into two types: (1) automatic and
(2) manual. The automated data acquisition strategy can be enabled by
automation technologies such as supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA) or manufacturing execution system (MES), which
automatically acquires data from diﬀerent sources, such as sensors and
programmable logic controllers (PLCs). Another way of automated data
acquisition can be achieved with information technology (IT) software
that supports various communication protocols (e.g. OPC UA) and logs
the data into a database. There are no standardized restrictions concerning the use of certain databases. In industry, SQL (Structured Query
Language) databases are widely spread, but also the use of NoSQL (Not
only SQL) databases is emerging. All data that cannot be automatically
acquired has to be implemented via manual data acquisition strategies.
This can include oﬀ-line acquired data from e.g. product analytics, operations, or simulations and can be integrated, e.g. via web-interfaces,
into the database.

3.3.2. Battery production design
In this step, the quality prediction model is used for a qualityoriented battery cell production design. The desired FPP values are selected and IPF values are determined. Several diﬀerent approaches can
be chosen to derive the right values for IPFs in order to achieve the
desired values for FPPs. The needed IPF values can be derived using
various approaches, e.g.by using an optimization algorithm or a grid
search approach. Kornas et al. 2019 used a multi-variate optimization
with a desirability function in order to derive good values of inﬂuencing variables for battery capacity and battery weight [10]. A similar
approach was also performed by Meyer et al. 2019 for maximizing the
quality of cut electrode sheets [44]. An optimization approach works by
deﬁning a cost function (e.g. desirability function) based on the target
value and the variation of input parameters to determine the optimal
subset that results in the minimal cost function value. The subspace of
the parameters does not need to be deﬁned, but the algorithms usually
accept boundaries for the parameters. In the case of a grid search, no optimization algorithm is needed and the subspace of the input parameters
is deﬁned by varying them. The best parameter subset is derived when
the desired value for the target is obtained. These approaches can be
applied to the quality model, where the IPFs are the input parameters
that are varied and the targets are the FPPs. However, an FPP target
value with a tolerance/interval is selected, because the ﬂuctuation of
the battery cell production processes makes it hard to achieve an exact match for FPPs of produced LiB cells. Within the interval of FPPs,
diﬀerent subsets of IPFs can be determined. These diﬀerent subsets are
evaluated closely with regard to the used quality prediction model and
the used data.

3.3. Cyber world
3.3.1. Quality prediction model
In this phase, a data-based model is derived, which can predict chosen FPPs of LiB cells from IPFs of their intermediate products. Therefore,
the data needs to be prepared: transformed, cleaned, and if necessary,
the number of features for model training and deployment condensed
(feature selection). It is necessary to bring the data into such a form that
the models can utilize it in the best way. If the data is not stored in the
appropriate form, it needs to be transformed. The data can also have
missing or constant values or values of low variance and therefore can
be cleaned in order to obtain a good quality for the modelling step. Some
models can perform better if the data has a comparable range and the
data can be scaled (standardization, normalization, etc.). Models performance can also be enhanced if the amount of auto-correlated features
is reduced and therefore each feature can represent a piece of unique
unbiased information.
A model for FPP prediction is derived based on IPF data. Often models can perform better if the number of features m is much smaller than
the amount of datasets n (n >> m). Therefore, a feature selection can be
performed, based either on purely statistical methods (T-test, ANOVA,
etc.) or machine learning methods (forward wrappers, backward wrappers, etc.). Since the premise is to obtain a multi-objective prediction

3.4. Decision support
This step explains how the deployment of the quality prediction
model and the procedure of battery production design can be used to
enable decision support in planning and operating battery production
as depicted in Fig. 7. The quality prediction model is deployed with access to the database, which stores all previously acquired data of IPFs
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Fig. 7. Decision support in planning and operation of battery production.

and FPPs. Battery production design is deployed with a connection to
the quality prediction model. Furthermore, a production process simulation is used to predict PPs based on IPFs derived from battery production
design.
Decision support in the planning of battery production starts with the
customer and production planner deﬁning the desired FPPs/target FPPs
that are used by the quality prediction model and battery production
design to generate potential IPFs that are needed to produce a battery
cell with desired FPPs (see Fig. 7). The process expert that might exclude
unreasonable IPF values then veriﬁes these potential IPFs. Then the potential IPFs are used in a production process simulation to generate PPs
that are required to obtain needed IPFs.
Decision support in the operation of battery production takes oﬀ at
the point where the ﬁrst intermediate product is produced (see Fig. 7).
The acquired actual IPFs are transferred to the quality prediction model
and update the prediction for FPPs that might result after ﬁnishing the
production the way it has been planned. If there have been any deviations from the planned IPF values, the battery production design can
reevaluate the current situation using actual IPFs as constant values and
varying the remaining IPFs in such a way that the initially desired target FPPs can be reached. The new potential IPFs are then again veriﬁed
by the process expert and used by the production process simulation to
generate new PPs for the updated IPFs. With these PPs, the remaining
processes are executed until the production is ﬁnished or a new deviation occurs.

from material preconditioning to formation and aging. All investigated
LiB cells were manufactured in BLB.

4. Case study quality system

4.2. Predictive quality model

The case study was conducted in the facilities of the Battery LabFactory Braunschweig (BLB), a research LiB cell production line with
industry-scale production machines and processes, covering all steps

The modelling part was performed on z-folded pouch bag battery
cells with 15 anodes and cathodes (ESC – electrode separator composite) and with 10 cathodes and anodes. Anode material was PVDF, SFG6L,

4.1. Data acquisition
The basis for the later deployed quality prediction model is the acquired IPF and FPP along with the LiB manufacturing. The BLB operates
a highly ﬂexible production line, consisting of semi-continuous and discrete production processes including converging and diverging material
ﬂows. Furthermore, some process and (intermediate) product analytics
are performed in-line and others oﬀ-line, resulting in diﬀerent data types
and sources. Therefore, a highly ﬂexible data acquisition is required.
The data acquisition strategy for this work is built upon the legacy presented in [11]. An adapted structure serving the purpose of this paper
is depicted in Fig. 8. Depending on the diﬀerent data types, presented
in Fig. 3, a speciﬁc data acquisition strategy needs to be applied.
The bottom layer in Fig. 8 depicts the automated data acquisition,
consisting of sensors and PLCs (e.g. in-line thickness). These entities
represent the diﬀerent data sources accessible for automated acquisition
measures. This data, including a unique ID and a speciﬁc timestamp,
is acquired via industrial communication protocols such as OPC UA,
Proﬁnet, Modbus by Node.js, a java script library, and logged into a
SQL database, where it is processed and is accessible. The oﬀ-line data
from sources such as intermediate product analytics and ﬁnal product
analytics are acquired manually via a web interface into an engineered
data warehouse. This is enabled by a web server with a visual interface.
This process is depicted in the upper layer of Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. The data acquisition strategy of the Battery LabFactory Braunschweig (BLB) based on [11].

Graphite C65 and SMGA4 and the cathode material was PVDF, SFG6L,
Graphite C65, NMC111, and NMP. The geometry of the electrode sheets
was 150 mm x 110 mm for anodes and 145 mm x 105 mm for cathodes.
The separator was from Separion (ceramic separator d = 28μm) and
the electrolyte was Bra-003. As modelling software Python 3.8.5 was
used with the following libraries: Numpy 1.14.5, Pandas 0.25.1 [45],
and scikit-learn 0.21.2 [46] for modelling, and hyperopt [47,48] for hyperparameter optimization and SALib [49] for sensitivity analysis. The
computer used for modelling was a Dell precision mini tower 3000series
with an Intel® CoreTM i56500 processor (3,2 GHz, 6 MB cache) and
32 GB DDR4 2.133 MHz RAM (Random-Access Memory). Modelling was
solely performed using the CPU (central processing unit). For the case
study, 191 LiB cells with a total amount of 1029 IPFs were used. The
IPFs consisted of data from all the processes up to the formation. The
formation and aging setup was not taken into account, since it was not
varied. Data acquired during formation and aging were considered FPP,
e.g. charging or discharging capacities under certain charge or discharge
rates, inner resistances, self-discharge, etc. Furthermore, the produced
LiB cells were the results of case studies performed by varying calender,
laser cutting, and z-folding process parameters, a case study investigating the reproducibility of LiB cell production, and a case study varying
the electrolyte amount [22,25,26,29]. Therefore, expected results were
considered to be heavily inﬂuenced by the performed production variation, meaning inﬂuential IPFs of processes such as mixing, dispersing
and coating might appear that have a minor inﬂuence on the FPPs.
4.2.1. Development of the quality prediction model
The process of the quality prediction model development is depicted
in Fig. 9 and is explained in the following. The acquired raw data was
stored in a SQL database and was further transformed for modelling
purposes into the ﬁrst normal form, where each cell was a row and
each IPF or FPP was a column. Thus, each cell could be regarded as a
dataset containing all corresponding information of its IPFs and FPPs.
After the transformation step, the manual cleaning of the IPF data was
performed. IPFs were removed that were measured during the process
only if a corresponding IPF existed that was measured right after the
end of the process.
After the manual data cleaning, a feature engineering/feature generation step was performed. New features were generated based on the
existing ones to give a better insight into production data. As an example, a feature named ‘cathode amount active material [g]’ was calculated for each cell based on the coating layer grammage, the geometry

Fig. 9. Development process of the quality prediction model.

of cut electrodes, and the number of cut electrodes in the cell. This feature gives a meaningful distinction between 15 and 10 ESC battery cells.
‘Cathode/ anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’ is the ratio of the calculated
theoretical capacity of the cathode divided by the theoretical capacity
of the anode in the battery cell. The theoretical capacities are based on
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Table 1
Selected linear and non-linear IPF subsets with corresponding processes of their acquisition.
Process step

Linear IPF subset

Non-linear IPF subset

Mixing/dispersing

‘anode mixing mean PSD [m-6]’,
‘anode suspension viscosity ﬁtting value’,
‘anode suspension dry weight [%]’,
‘cathode amount active material [g]’1 ,
‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’2
‘cathode temperature during conductivity measurement [°C]’,
‘cathode amount active material [g]’1 ,
‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’ 2

‘anode mixing std PSD right [-]’,
‘anode suspension viscosity ﬁtting value’,
‘cathode mixing PSD d10 [m∗ 10-6]’,
‘cathode amount active material [g]’1 ,
‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’ 2
‘cathode uncalendered porosity value 418-10 [-]’,
‘cathode uncalendered electrode thickness [m∗ 10-6]’,
‘cathode amount active material [g]’1 ,
‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’ 2
‘electrolyte per thickness per compartment [ml/mm/comp]’3 ∗ ,
‘electrolyte porosity volume ratio’3

Coating/drying

Calendaring

Laser cutting

Assembly (Z-folding)

Filling

‘cathode total porosity calculated [ml]’,
‘cathode total porosity measured [ml]’,
‘cathode adhesion strength [kPa]’,
‘cathode adhesion Fmin [N]’,
‘anode delamination mean [m∗ 10-6]’,
‘anode melt formation [m-6]’,
‘cathode mean pyrometer FWHM [s]’,
‘cathode mean pyrometer T150 [s]’,
‘cathode amount active material [g]’1 ,
‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’

2

‘electrodes overlapping rate [%]’ 4 ,
‘electrodes overlapping rate manual [%]’5 ,
‘cathode amount active material [g]’1
‘battery cell thickness per compartment [mm/comp]’,

‘anode mean pyrometer FWHM [s]’,
‘cathode mean pyrometer FWHM [s]’,
‘anode delamination mean [m∗ 10-6]’,
‘cathode mean pyrometer integral TS [Ks]’,
‘anode mean pyrometer T150 [s]’,
‘cathode mean chamfer angle [°]’,
‘cathode amount active material [g]’1 ,
‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’ 2
‘electrodes overlapping rate [%]’ 4 ,
‘cathode amount active material [g]’1 ,
‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’2
‘electrolyte per thickness per compartment [ml/mm/comp]’3 ,
‘electrolyte porosity volume ratio’ 3

1
‘cathode amount active material [g]’ is adjusted by the recipe in mixing, the coating layer grammage in coating/drying, the geometry of cut electrode sheets,
and by the amount of ESC in assembly (Z-folding)
2
‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’ is adjusted by the recipe in mixing, the coating layer grammage in coating/drying, the geometry of the cut electrode
sheets, and by the amount of ESC in assembly (Z-folding)
3
‘electrolyte per thickness per compartment [ml/mm/comp]’ and ‘electrolyte porosity volume ratio’ are adjusted in calendaring and in electrolyte ﬁlling
4
‘electrodes overlapping rate [%]’ calculated based on values measured by the Z-folder
5
‘electrodes overlapping rate manual [%]’ measured manually after the process

the number of active materials of both electrodes. This feature characterizes the misbalance between planned cathode capacity and planned
anode capacity. Another two features represent the inﬂuence of calendaring and electrolyte ﬁlling variations. ‘Electrolyte per thickness per
compartment [ml/mm/comp.]’ contains the information of how much
electrolyte is in the cell compared to its thickness and the number of its
compartments (opposing anode and cathode sides). ‘Electrolyte porosity
volume ratio’ is a ratio of the electrolyte volume divided by the volume
of the total porosity of the whole electrode material (anodes and cathodes together). It is the relative value of how much more electrolyte is
present in the cell than in the electrode material pores. Many other features were generated, but these were the most prominent chosen in the
feature selection step.
In automated cleaning, IPFs with a high amount of missing values or
entirely consisting of constant values were removed in order not to aﬀect
the modelling negatively. LiB cells with a high amount of missing values
were removed as well since these datasets also might have a negative
inﬂuence on the relevance of some IPFs. FPP outliers were removed exceeding 1.5 times the interquartile range if they could not be explained
by the IPF data since they represent an unexplainable variance within
FPP data. All FPP and IPF data were min-max-scaled between 0 and 1,
in order to achieve better comparability between IPFs. IPFs with a low
variance were removed, as they represent data with a small variation
and therefore were considered to have an insigniﬁcant inﬂuence on target values. The correlation of IPFs within the datasets was determined
using Pearson’s r. Within the correlation coeﬃcients, 29 clusters with a
threshold of r ≥ 0.68 were identiﬁed, meaning that within the clusters
the IPFs strongly correlate to each other (r ≥ 0.68). Three FPPs were selected for the case study: maximal discharge capacity obtained after the
third discharge cycle (max. capacity), self-discharge during the aging
step (self-discharge) and state of health after 400 charge and discharge
cycles (SOH after 400 cycles). For each cluster, one IPF was chosen with

the highest correlation to one of the FPPs, leading to a subset of 50 IPFs.
After these procedures, the resulting data consisted of 155 LiB cells and
50 IPFs. Data preparation steps with the biggest data reduction were
manual data cleaning (508 removed IPFs), removal of columns with
a high amount of missing values (142 removed IPFs), and removal of
highly co-correlated IPFs (234 removed IPFs).
For the selection of the most relevant IPFs a backward wrapper was
used, a recursive feature elimination (RFE) algorithm [50]. The algorithm works iteratively. During each iteration step, a predeﬁned number of features was excluded based on a feature ranking attribute. Two
diﬀerent approaches were adopted using the RFE, selection of an IPF
subset with linear interrelation to the FPPs, and selection of an IPF subset with a non-linear interrelation to the FPPs. For the selection of the
linear feature subset, the feature ranking attributes were the coeﬃcients
of the Lasso-Lars regression (least absolute shrinkage and a selection operator model with a least-angle regression ﬁt). For the selection of the
non-linear feature subset, the feature-ranking attribute was the feature
importance provided by an RF regressor, a decision tree-based ensemble learning algorithm. In order to achieve the multi-objectivity of the
feature selection, feature selection was performed for each FPP separately on the given IPF data. Chosen IPFs were merged and the duplicates were removed. The predeﬁned number of features to be selected for each FPP was set to 6 in order to keep the total amount of
selected features low for modelling (n>>m). The number of features
above 6 resulted in an increase of total features to be too large both
for linear and non-linear subsets, with no further model performance
increase. The number of features below 6 resulted in lower model performance. The ﬁnal subsets of linear IPFs consisted of 17 features and for
non-linear IPFs of 16. These IPF subsets are listed in Table 1. Though
highly correlated IPFs were removed, some can be seen in the linear
IPF subset. This is due to the selection of IPFs to each of the three
FPPs from the clusters of the highly correlated IPFs. In some cases,
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Table 2
Model hyperparameters for models based on diﬀerent IPF subsets.
IPF subset

Model

Hyperparameters

Hyperparameter values

LLR

Linear
Non-linear
Linear
Non-linear
Linear
Non-linear

Alpha
Alpha
Number of trees
Number of trees
Activation functionSolverAlphaToleranceHidden layer neurons
Activation functionSolverAlphaToleranceHidden layer neurons

0.0001∗
0.0001∗
32
32
ReLUL-BFGS0.0014∗ 0.0005∗ (13,35,29)
ReLUL-BFGS0.0292∗ 0.0007∗ (16,11,42)

RF
ANN

∗

rounded to 10-4

for all three FPPs the same feature was selected, and in some diﬀerent
IPFs.
After the feature selection, IPF and FPP data were split into 90/10
% with training and validation data being within 90 % and 10 % for
later model testing. This split was chosen due to the low amount of data.
Lasso-Lars regression (LLR), RF, and ANN multi-layer Perceptron regressors were used with 5-fold cross-validation (CV) as a training approach
for modelling. These models were used for demonstration reasons as
they represent the most standard machine learning prediction models
currently used. Special forms of these models ﬁt the same application.
As a further step to improve the models, hyperparameters of the models were optimized during cross-validation using a possibly-stochastic
function with the Tree of Parzen Estimators (TPE) as a search algorithm
[51]. Only for two hyperparameters, to be explained later, a grid search
algorithm was used. As loss function, minimized for the optimization
algorithms, the root mean square error was chosen (RMSE). The space
for the optimization was kept considerably small, to ease possible modiﬁcation of data preparation and modelling steps and to keep the models
from becoming too computationally expensive. For LLR, the regularization parameter alpha was optimized within the space between 0.0001
and 0.1. Lower values would lead to a reduced regularization and therefore could lead to an overﬁt and higher values could lead to an underﬁt, both insuﬃcient for the prediction of data. For RF, the number of
trees was optimized within the space between 1 and 50. Based on the
authors’ experience, RF is a computationally expensive algorithm and
the number of trees should be limited if the algorithms should be used
for further investigation. For ANN, the activation function, solver for
weights optimization, the regularization parameter alpha, the tolerance
for the ANN weights optimization, and the number of neurons in the
hidden layers were chosen as hyperparameters for further optimization.
The activation function and the solver were chosen using a grid search.
For the activation function, rectiﬁed linear unit (ReLU), tanh, and a sigmoid function were considered. For the solver, the following algorithms
were considered: a stochastic gradient descent (sgd), an iterative optimization algorithm approximating gradient descent stochastically, an
Adaptive Moment Estimation (adam), a special version of sgd for machine learning applications, and a limited-memory Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shannon algorithm (L-BFGS), a quasi-Newton optimization algorithm. The regularization parameter alpha and the tolerance for ANN
weights optimization were optimized within the space between 0.0001
and 0.1. The number of hidden layers was chosen to be 3, but the number of neurons in each hidden layer was optimized within the space
between 1 and 50. Table 2 shows the hyperparameter values chosen
for the corresponding models. Besides hyperparameters of ANN, hyperparameters of LLR and RF are almost similar for linear and non-linear
feature subsets. The diﬀerence between hyperparameters in ANN linear
and non-linear subsets is due to the diﬀerent number of features in the
IPF subsets and because the ANN performs diﬀerently if its number of
neurons in the hidden layers is changed.
For the evaluation of the models, their prediction is depicted in
Fig. 10. It helps to understand how good the prediction on the level
of single batteries is, to ﬁnd weaknesses of the corresponding models.
For example, the prediction of max. capacity of the last 13 cells is poorly
for the LLR, slightly better for ANN, and much better for RF. It is not an

indicator that RF is overall better, but it could mean that RF predicts the
max. capacity of 10 ESC cells better than the other models. Furthermore,
this depiction can give a ﬁrst glimpse into how good a model generalizes or whether it might have an overﬁt. Table 3 shows the mean model
scores and errors of the validation datasets of the 5-fold CV and the test
datasets. The score displayed is the coeﬃcient of determination (R2 ),
which reﬂects the variance of the predicted target values based on the
input values of the model. The errors are the most common errors used
in modelling, mean absolute error (MAE) and RMSE. Additionally, it
shows the prediction time for 100 datasets for each model. These scores
and errors help to understand the quality of the model. The scores and
the errors are the mean values of 5 diﬀerent validation datasets that
were created during CV and of the test dataset. They show how good
a model is based on diﬀerent training and validation data. Among the
validation data, the scores and errors show little diﬀerence between the
models with the ANN built on the non-linear feature subset having a
better performance by a small margin. LLR shows, as already seen in
Fig. 10, clear lower performance for R2 . The features used to build the
LLR are all put into linear relation within the model, contrary to RF
and ANN. It indicates that the battery cell IPFs might have a non-linear
interrelation with its FPPs and that the LLR is missing out on this information. The results of the test data show in total for all models a slightly
better performance. This could happen because of the randomized split
of training and test data. Since battery cells are produced in batches,
the IPFs of these battery cells are often similar for the whole batch (e.g.
slurry IPFs like viscosity, coated layer thickness of an electrode coil,
etc.). If the model learns how to predict a battery cell batch, they can
better predict battery cells from the same batch in the test dataset. For
the test data, the best model appears to be the RF with a linear feature
subset. Nonetheless, the ANN with a non-linear feature subset shows a
constantly good performance. Additionally, the prediction time shows
that LLR and ANN predict the fastest, 0.02s and 0.03s respectively. RF
needs for the same amount of data almost 20 times longer. For further
investigations, the ANN model based on a non-linear IPF subset was
used.
To better understand the inﬂuence of IPFs that were used to model
the FPPs, in the ANN model based on a non-linear IPF subset, a Sobol
sensitivity analysis [52–54] was performed to calculate ﬁrst-, secondorder and total-order sensitivity indices. The sensitivity indices of the
ﬁrst-order describe the contribution of a single model input variable
(single IPF) to the variance of a single model output (single FPP).
Second-order indices describe the joint contribution of two model input variables (two IPFs) to the variance of a single model output (single
FPP). Total-order indices describe the contribution of a single model input variable (single IPF) to the variance of a single model output (single
FPP) including the ﬁrst-, second- and all higher-order interactions. The
indices are set between 0 and 1, with 1 having a very strong inﬂuence
and 0 having no inﬂuence at all. These sensitivity indices are depicted
for each IPF and FPP in Fig. 11. Each heatmap represents the sensitivity
indices to the corresponding FPP as described in the title. The diagonal lane of each heatmap, where IPF rows and IPF columns are equal
(e.g. row 1 and column 1 are both IPF 1), are the sensitivity indices of
the total-order, describing the total inﬂuence of the IPF on the corresponding FPP. Values above the diagonal line, where rows do not equal
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Fig. 10. Battery cells and predictions of Lasso-Lars regression (LLR) in the ﬁrst row, random forest regressor (RF) in the second row and artiﬁcial neural network
(ANN) in the third row using a linear and a non-linear IPF subset for max. capacity, self-discharge and state of health (SOH) after 400 cycles.

columns, are the sensitivity indices of the second-order describing the
inﬂuence of the two IPFs on the corresponding FPP. Instead of depicting the ﬁrst-order indices, the sensitivity analysis was performed later
on by varying one input variable at a time. The changes in the FPPs are
displayed separately in Fig. 12.
The strongest inﬂuences that can be seen are mostly of the totalorder with sensitivity indices values of up to 0.74, whereas the secondorder sensitivity indices are only up to 0.14. Most notable inﬂuences on
the max. capacity (indices above 0.1) are the IPF 15 (0.74), amount of
cathode active material (‘cathode amount active material [g]’) and IPF
2 (0.09), the mean value of the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
temperature peak measured with a pyrometer during laser cutting of
cathode sheets (‘cathode pyrometer FWHM [s]’). For the max. capacity, it is clear that the more active material is in the battery cell the
higher is the potential capacity and that an inﬂuence on cathode sheets
like during laser cutting might impact the capacity as well. Most notable inﬂuences on the self-discharge (indices around or above 0.1) are

IPF 2 (0.11), IPF 4 (0.09), IPF 5 (0.16), IPF 7 (0.27), IPF 8 (0.1), IPF
13 (0.25), IPF 15 (0.4), IPF 16 (0.08) and a second-order inﬂuence of
IPF 7 and IPF 15 (0.14). IPF 4 is the mean value of the delamination
of cut anode sheets (‘anode delamination mean m-6’). IPF 5 is the integral of temperature peak over time measured with a pyrometer during laser cutting of cathode sheets (‘cathode mean pyrometer integral
TS [Ks]’). IPF 7 is the amount of electrolyte divided by battery cells’
thickness and the number of its compartments (‘electrolyte per thickness per compartment [ml/mm/comp.]’). IPF 8 is the ratio between the
electrolyte volume and the total battery cell electrode porosity volume
(‘electrolyte porosity volume ratio’). IPF 13 is the overlapping rate between cathode and anode sheets measured in percentage during the zfolding process (‘electrodes overlapping rate [%]’). IPF 16 is the ratio
between the theoretical capacities of cathodes in comparison to anodes
of the whole battery cell (‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio [%]’).
These IPFs indicate a potential inﬂuence of the electrode cutting process on the self-discharge of battery cells. The second-order inﬂuence is
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Table 3
Mean scores and errors of validation and test data subsets of the 5-fold CV for models based on diﬀerent
IPF subsets. R2 – coeﬃcient of determination, RMSE – root mean square error, MAE – mean absolute error.
Model

LLR
RF
ANN

IPF subset

Linear
Non-linear
Linear
Non-linear
Linear
Non-linear

5-fold CV validation data

Test data

Time of predicting 100 datasets

R2

RMSE

MAE

R2

RMSE

MAE

0.74
0.76
0.81
0.80
0.81
0.84

0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07

0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.80
0.78
0.88
0.84
0.83
0.85

0.08
0.08
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.07

0.06
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.02s
0.02s
0.42s
0.43s
0.03s
0.03s

Fig. 11. Results of the sensitivity analysis of the ANN based on non-linear IPF subsets using sensitivity indices. Total-order sensitivity indices are on the diagonal
lanes where IPF numbers are equal, the second-order indices are in the ﬁelds of the upper triangle representing the second-order interaction between IPFs in the
columns and the rows.
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Fig. 12. Results of the sensitivity analysis for all FPPs of the ANN model with non-linear IPF subsets by varying one variable at a time.

between ‘electrolyte per thickness per compartment [ml/mm/comp.]’
and ‘cathode amount active material [g]’. Since the compression rate of
the cathodes was varied for some battery cells within the case study,
the porosity is diﬀerent for those cells. The amount of electrolyte was
varied as well, leading to the assumption that the wetting degree and
the abundance of electrolyte in relation to the amount of cathode material may inﬂuence the self-discharge as well. Most notable inﬂuences
on the SOH after 400 cycles (indices around or above 0.1) are IPF 4
(0.08), IPF 10 (0.09), IPF 12 (0.08), IPF 13 (0.64) and IPF 16 (0.11). IPF
10 is the uncalendered cathode thickness (‘cathode uncalendered electrode thickness [m-6]’). IPF 12 is the D10 of the particle size distribution
(PSD) of cathode slurry measured during the mixing process (‘cathode
mixing PSD d10 [m-6]’) meaning that 10 % of particles have smaller
and 90 % of particles have larger diameters than D10. As indicated by
in silico work, PSD may impact the performance and the degradation of
battery cells [55]. Furthermore, it was shown experimentally that decreasing electrodes’ overlapping rate (or electrode deposition accuracy)
inﬂuence the battery cells’ discharge capacity negatively [25]. High disproportions between anode and cathode capacities play a role in aging
processes of capacity degradation [56].
Though the sensitivity indices show whether certain IPFs inﬂuence
the FPPs, they only show whether it is a strong inﬂuence or not. The
information on whether the inﬂuence is a positive one (increasing IPF
values lead to an increase in FPP values) or a negative one (increasing

IPF values lead to a decrease in FPP values) is not given. Therefore,
the input data for the ANN model based on a non-linear IPF subset was
varied with one variable at a time (see Fig. 12) to see their inﬂuence
on all FPPs. The diagrams show the non-linear nature of some IPFs and
underline their impact on the FPPs. This depiction of FPP sensitivity towards various IPFs can be used to further strengthen the understanding
of modelled interrelations and help to evaluate the model. It can already
provide a glimpse of whether the interrelations appear as they were expected or whether the model, although it has a good score and a low
error rate, represents the interrelations wrongly.
Inﬂuences of IPFs on FPPs modelled by the ANN based on a nonlinear feature subset are depicted in Fig. 12. They show, as already described by the sensitivity indices, strong inﬂuences of ‘cathode amount
active material [g]’ on max. capacity and self-discharge, of ‘electrodes
overlapping rate [%]’ on self-discharge and SOH after 400 cycles, of
‘Cathode mean pyrometer FWHM [s]’ on max. capacity, of ‘cathode
mean pyrometer integral [Ks]’ on self-discharge, and of ‘electrolyte per
thickness per compartment [ml/mm/comp.]’ on self-discharge. The ‘anode delamination mean [m-6]’ shows in this sensitivity analysis an inﬂuence on max. capacity, despite a sensitivity index of 0.04, although
the sensitivity indices of 0.09 and 0.08 indicate its inﬂuence on selfdischarge and SOH after 400 cycles respectively. ‘Electrolyte porosity
volume ratio’, ‘cathode uncalendered electrode thickness [m-6]’, ‘cathode mixing PSD d10 [m-6]’ and ‘cathode/anode theo. capacity ratio
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duction were varied and therefore not all possible combinations of the
selected IPFs were available to the model, the parameter subspace was
restricted. A quantile transformer was used to transform univariate distributed IPF data into the data subspace of available IPFs. Then the transformed IPF values were used to predict the FPPs. In total 10800 datasets
of LiB cell samples were generated. In Fig. 14, the generated and the real
battery cells are depicted. Two clusters of real battery cells can be seen
very clearly, one with cells that have 15 ESC and the other one with cells
that have 10 ESC. Although the quantile transformer helps to reproduce
the restricted parameter subspace, some new battery cells’ characteristics can be seen of the generated battery cells arranged between the
two clusters of the real battery cells. These new characteristics can be
new combinations of diﬀerent IPF values that do not appear in the original data. In case these new characteristics are of interest, it needs to
be veriﬁed by process and battery experts whether they are physically
plausible.
To provide comparability and an evaluation of the concept, seven
battery cells were excluded from model training and testing, i.e. the
model has no information of these cells. Four of these cells have 15
cathode-anode compartments and three of them only 10. Based on these
cells, the target values for FPPs and their tolerance/interval were chosen. The target values were set to the mean values of the cells and the
tolerance/interval to plus three times the standard deviation and minus
three times the standard deviation (see Table 4). Based on this criterion,
generated cells whose FPP values lie within the deﬁned interval were
selected for further steps.
Their IPFs were determined and compared to the IPFs for the seven
LiB cells. This comparison can be seen in Fig. 15, a histogram for each
IPF depicting generated and real battery cells. Fig. 15 shows 10 ESC
generated battery cells in blue, 15 ESC generated battery cells in orange, 10 ESC real battery cells in green, and 15 ESC real battery cells in
gray. In total 54 generated battery cells were found within the deﬁned
intervals: 26 for 15 ESC and 28 for 10 ESC. It can be seen that, though
some generated battery cells show similar IPF values to real battery cells,
not all of them do. This depiction of real and generated battery cells in
Fig. 15 shows that the generated battery cells are tightly distributed
around speciﬁc values, partially up to 12 or 25 per histogram. This indicates a possible pattern within the data of generated battery cells.
The IPF values of the generated LiB cells that were found within the
intervals do not entirely correspond to the IPF values of the withheld
LiB cells. This is due to the fact that the model is able to predict similar output values based on diﬀerent input values, i.e. when one input
variable is lower, it can be compensated by another one being higher.
Therefore, there can be diﬀerent arrangements of IPF values leading to
almost similar results. This was investigated by identifying three clusters for 15 ESC cells and two for 10 ESC cells using a Gaussian mixture
model on the IPF data. The best amount of clusters was identiﬁed using
the Bayes information criterion. The identiﬁed clusters for cells with 15
ESC are c_0_15ESC, c_1_15ESC and c_2_15ESC and for cells with 10 ESC
are c_0_0ESC and c_1_10ESC. In total there are 26 chosen cells with 15
ESC (_0_15ESC: 10 cells, c_1_15ESC: 12 cells and c_2_15ESC: 4 cells) and
28 with 10 ESC (c_0_0ESC: 14 cells and c_1_10ESC: 13 cells).
The IPFs of each cluster and of the seven withheld LiB cells are depicted in Fig. 16 for validation purposes. In order to utilize the procedure of battery production design, the generated clusters of potential
IPFs need to be validated. Outgoing from the available database, it needs
to be evaluated whether the IPF values are comprehensible or whether
it is not possible to achieve this combination of values. In comparison
to real cells (the withhold cells), it shows that indeed some of the IPF
values were met by the generated LiB cells in the clusters, but also that
some have slightly diﬀerent values due to the compensation through
other IPFs. For example, the ‘cathode uncalendered electrode thickness
[m∗ 10-6]’ values of c_0_15ESC and c_1_15ESC do not ﬁt the values of
real battery cells and the values of all 15 ESC clusters do not entirely
ﬁt the real battery cell values for ‘cathode/anode theo. capacity [%]’.
Further deviations of c_0_15ESC from real battery cells are in ‘anode

Fig. 13. Process of battery production design.

[%]’, do not show in this analysis despite their sensitivity indices show
no inﬂuences on self-discharge or SOH after 400 cycles. However, the
sensitivity indices depicted in Fig. 11 do not have to match the inﬂuences shown in Fig. 12, because the sensitivity indices are of the totalorder and therefore include the ﬁrst-order inﬂuence as well as all higherorder inﬂuences. This means that these IPFs not showing strong inﬂuences in Fig. 12 probably have strong interactions with other IPFs. Furthermore, it is important to understand that even though some interrelations appear logical and comprehensible, others are derived based on
available data. This means that if the IPFs were not varied to their full
range, the interrelation between these IPFs and the FPPs might be modelled with a strong bias. Therefore, any interpretation of the depicted
interrelations between not varied IPFs and FPPs should be regarded as
an indication of a possible interrelation within the ranges of the data.
The developed models show, like most machine learning models, a
limitation in its predictability to new and unexperienced data. Contrary
to physical models, the quantitative interrelation between input and output data is learned within the training process of a machine learning
model. It is highly inﬂuenced by the models’ architecture, input and target value scales, and their variable space. Variation of input data can but
does not have to, cover the entire variable space of that input, whereas
an unvaried input data might slightly ﬂuctuate around certain values.
When varied and unvaried input data is transformed and rescaled, it is
diﬃcult for the model to distinguish which input really varies strongly
and which does not. Therefore, in order for the model to predict new
data or new variations, these variations need to be ﬁrst introduced to the
model. The same recommendation is true for the extension of variable
spaces. Even the best machine learning model, given a limited amount
of data, might not extrapolate the prediction well enough to predict data
outside known variable space.
4.2.2. Battery production design
The process of battery production design is depicted in Fig. 13 and
described in the following. It requires both the range of IPFs that is based
on existing data as well as the target values and the range for desired
FPPs. The range of IPFs is needed to generate battery samples based
on a combination of possible IPF values. Target values and ranges of
desired FPPs are needed to select the generated batteries that lie with
their predicted FPPs within those ranges. Further clustering is used to
consolidate sampled battery cells with similar IPF values. These clusters
are then compared to real battery cells.
A grid search approach was chosen to generate IPF data and to use
this data to predict FPPs. Since not all parameters of the LiB cell pro106
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Fig. 14. Predicted FPPs (max. capacity, self-discharge, and SOH after 400 cycles) of generated IPF data.

Table 4
FPP ranges of the excluded battery cells.
FPP

max. capacity [Ah]
self-discharge [%]
SOH after 400 cycles [%]

cells with 15 cathode-anode compartments

cells with 10 cathode-anode compartments

mean

standard deviation

range

mean

standard deviation

range

9.115
0.151
0.929

0.011
0.016
0.003

9.080 – 9.148
0.102 – 0.199
0.921 – 0.937

5.83
0.229
0.870

0.040
0.005
0.002

5.705 – 5.946
0.214 – 0.243
0.866 – 0.875

mixing PSD right [-]’ and ‘anode suspsension viscosity ﬁtting value’.
Deviations of c_1_15ESC from real battery cells can be seen in ‘cathode
uncalendered porosity value 418-10 [-]’ and in ‘cathode mean chamfer
angle [°]’. The cluster c_2_15ESC has the highest deviations in ‘cathode
mean pyrometer FWHM [s]’, ‘cathode uncalendered porosity value 41810 [-]’ and ‘anode mixing std PSD right [-]’. The clusters with 10 ESC
show also only two higher deviations from real 10 ESC battery cells in
‘cathode uncalendered porosity value 418-10 [-]’ and ‘anode suspsen-

sion viscosity ﬁtting value’. It further needs to be considered that not all
of the IPF values that are used in the quality prediction model were varied. This means that their range and distribution is the result of process
ﬂuctuation. In order to rule out the strong sensitivity to these values
completely, these values need to be varied. Another measure could be
the scaling of these values during the data preprocessing between the
real minimum and the real maximum to indicate that their ﬂuctuation
is minimal compared to the real value range.
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Fig. 15. IPFs of the generated FPPs within the deﬁned intervals and the IPFs of the seven withheld LiB cells.

4.3. Decision support

in Fig. 17 B, c_1_15ESC in Fig. 17 C, and c_2_15ESC in Fig. 17 D). This
representation of the potential IPF values supports the evaluation of obtained results by the process experts. Process experts can use the available data basis and the information about the varied IPFs in order to
make their decision whether those values are comprehensible or not. As
an example, values of the feature ‘cathode amount active material [g]’
(IPF 15), were varied and are comprehensible. More active material will
lead to a higher capacity of the cell. This IPF is almost the same for the
15 ESC cells (generated and real). On the other hand, the values of the
feature ‘cathode uncalendered electrode thickness [m∗ 10-6]’ (IPF 10)
were not varied and therefore these values need to be regarded carefully. Judging by the geometry of the radar chart areas in Fig. 17, cluster c_1_15ESC shows the biggest diﬀerence compared to the real cells,
c_0_15ESC and c_2_15ESC, with c_2_15ESC even fewer diﬀerences than
c_0_15ESC, the smallest one. The cluster c_2_15ESC shows only a few
IPFs having smaller diﬀerences compared to real battery cells, with the
biggest of them being in varied values ‘Cathode mean pyrometer FWHM’
(IPF 2), ‘cathode uncalendered porosity value 418-10 [-]’ (IPF 3), ‘anode
mixing std PSD right [-]’ (IPF 6), ‘electrolyte per thickness per compartment [ml/mm/comp]’ (IPF 7), ‘cathode uncalendered electrode thickness [m∗ 10-6]’ (IPF 10) and ‘cathode/anode theo. capacity [%]’ (IPF
16). Although a radar chart enhances the visual comparison due to the

Though the model and the access to the database are purely programmed in python, the model is deployed on a web-based platform.
The manual data cleaning has been applied directly to the accessed
data, i.e. not all available data is accessed, only the desired one. All
further steps run within the python script automatically, giving the
modelling procedure the possibility to be deployed in an automated
way. The execution of the modelling procedure can be done manually
or can be triggered by time-depending events, e.g. after a full batch
of battery cells is produced and all data is available or periodically
at certain time points. The visualization of model results is embedded in a web-based application displaying the performance and the
scores of models. The selection of the seemingly best model can be done
manually or automated, e.g. when certain score criteria are fulﬁlled
or by selecting the best performing model depending on the score of
choice. The battery production design is applied on the same web-based
platform.
For a further explanation, the clusters c_0_15ESC, c_1_15ESC, and
c_2_15ESC and the withheld real battery cells with 15 ESC are used.
Fig. 17 depicts these clusters and the real battery cells for comparison
as radar charts (real battery cells with 15 ESC in Fig. 17 A, c_0_15ESC
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Fig. 16. IPFs of the ﬁve identiﬁed clusters with the corresponding generated cells and the withheld LiB cells.

similarity of the radar chart area shapes, the comparison between the
values can better be visualized by Fig. 16.
After the veriﬁcation by the process experts, the chosen IPFs from
the battery production design can now be used in production process
simulation in order to derive and achieve the needed process parameters [57]. Based on the production process simulation, the uncertainties
of achievable IPFs can be derived and be directly transferred by using
the quality prediction model to uncertainties of achievable FPPs [58].
Furthermore, a prediction of energy and material ﬂows can be made to
plan further details of future battery cell production, allowing to utilize not only product quality goal criteria but also environmental and
economic goal criteria [59,60].
With the start of the production using the derived PPs, the control of
the IP quality with regard to desired/ target FPPs is achieved by utilizing the methodology of data-driven cyber-physical systems for quality
gates [41]. This methodology uses the quality prediction model and the
allowed tolerances for IPFs to predict a range within which the values for
target FPPs lie. This methodology needs to be updated with the multioutput quality prediction model presented in this work. With every new
intermediate product, the range of future FPPs narrows. If the IPF value

lies outside the tolerance, the quality prediction model updates its prediction with newly set IPF values and the battery production design ﬁnds
suitable values for remaining IPFs that were not adjusted yet. After the
new IPFs are veriﬁed by the process expert, the production simulation
model generates new PPs for the remaining processes, leading the IP
quality back to the desired direction. If none of the newly generated
IPFs are reasonable, then the production manager can decide to cancel
the production and save the further costs of producing a product with
undesired quality.
5. Summary and outlook
This paper presented an approach for battery production design
based on a machine learning model for the determination of IPFs in
order to obtain desired FPPs of lithium-ion battery cells. The purpose of
the approach is to determine needed IPFs/intermediate product structures for the process steps in order to achieve a certain quality of the ﬁnal
product, the battery cell. The concept aims to utilize the approach within
the framework of a cyber-physical production system for continuous
data acquisition and model learning to enhance the model’s predictabil109
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Fig. 17. Radar chart of identiﬁed clusters in comparison to real battery cells.

ity and therefore to improve the precision of the approach. The concept
was applied to a case study within the pilot line of the Battery LabFactory Braunschweig. In total 155 lithium-ion battery cells were used to
build an artiﬁcial neural network model for the prediction of ﬁnal product properties from intermediate product features. 10800 battery cell
samples were generated in silico and used to determine the needed intermediate product feature values that were compared to seven (4 with
15 ESCs and 3 with 10 ESCs) lithium-ion battery cells that were withheld from the modelling. It could be shown that the model predicts battery cells that were validated with real cells and show new intermediate
product feature subsets that may lead to battery cells with comparable
performance.
Though the model is based on a comparably low amount of data,
the approach shows a utilization of machine learning methods for battery cell manufacturing improvement by supporting production planning and operation. The model needs further validation and training
with more available data in order to show signiﬁcant results. Nevertheless, it shows great potential for deployment in battery cell production
helping to control and to vary production processes towards more customizable battery cells.
Although the approach was applied to pouch bag battery cells, it
applies to all other battery cell geometries. Furthermore, the approach
applies to a certain extend to similar tasks in other areas of production
engineering in which the quality of the ﬁnal product can be determined
in its performance, purity, etc. rather than by distinction whether it is
OK and NOK (e.g. semiconductors).
Further research will focus on producing more battery cells and improving the model. Speciﬁcally, the next steps will focus on determining
IPFs that would lead to an improvement of one or more FPPs and validating these results by producing the battery cells with the determined
IPFs. The inﬂuence of the non-varied input of the model also needs to
be further investigated and validated. Additionally, the variable space
of already acquired IPFs will be extended to better understand their inﬂuences and to better quantify them. More ﬁnal product properties and

the usage of diﬀerent materials need to be added to the model, to have
higher customizability. Concerning sustainability, such target values as
energy demand and costs could be used to extend the model, but lead
to an even higher data demand.
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